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Supporting our plan members
Alberta Blue Cross ensured that plan sponsors
and plan members affected by the Fort
McMurrray wildfire had uninterrupted coverage.
In the days immediately following the evacuation
of Fort McMurray, we implemented a number
of special measures which allowed plan
members continued access to health coverage.
This included providing replacement ID cards,
authorization for early prescription refills and
coordinating alternate address arrangements for
claim payment.
As a show of support, Alberta Blue Cross,
through corporate and employee donations, also
contributed $62,300 to the Canadian Red Cross to
help with relief efforts.

Is your health
provider eligible?
Before you visit a health provider, be
sure to sign into our member web
site to see if your provider is eligible
for reimbursement of services or products.
Alberta Blue Cross is obligated to ensure
the claims we receive are legitimate and
medically necessary. For a variety of
reasons, we may refuse to cover products
or services from a provider. These reasons
include a provider who has a pattern
of charging for services that weren’t
delivered, or has a history of offering
incentives or providing unnecessary or
non-medical treatment or products.
When providers only bill for products
and services that you legitimately require
and are covered for, it helps to keep
your benefit plan affordable. Regularly
reviewing providers for their compliance
with plan rules allows us to better protect
you—and your benefit plan—from high
costs.
You are free to use an ineligible provider,
however, your claim will not be covered.

Alberta
Blue Cross
introduces
direct billing for
psychology services
Effective July 4, 2016, psychologists and
social workers will be able to direct bill
psychology services to Alberta Blue Cross.
This means if you visit a psychologist or a
social worker who direct bills, you will pay
only the portion of your visit not covered by
your plan.
If you want to know which psychologists
and social workers direct bill Alberta Blue
Cross, visit www.ab.bluecross.ca and click
the link under “Find a direct-bill provider”
at the bottom of our home page, or call
Alberta Blue Cross Customer Services.
Alberta Blue Cross already provides
direct billing capabilities to dental
providers, pharmacies, optical providers,
chiropractors, massage therapy providers
and physiotherapists.

Introducing the
Maintenance
Medication Program
Beginning September 1, 2016,
Alberta Blue Cross is launching the
Maintenance Medication Program
(MMP). Maintenance medications are
taken on a regular basis to treat longterm, chronic conditions such as diabetes
and high blood pressure or used for
contraception and hormone therapy.
MMP encourages plan members to refill
their prescriptions in larger quantities,
which helps contain costs as they are
filling prescriptions less frequently.

What does this mean to me?
If you fill prescriptions for maintenance
medications for less than a 90-day
supply, you may notice you’re paying
more out of pocket. After your third
refill, your plan will no longer pay for
the dispensing fee (a professional fee
charged by pharmacists each time a
medication is dispensed) for refills less
than 90 days. If you notice an increase
in the cost of your maintenance
medications, you have three options:
1. You may request that your prescription
be filled for a 90 to 100 days’ supply, in
which case your plan will continue to
pay the dispensing fee.
2. You may continue to refill your
prescription for less than a 90-day
supply, but you will pay for the
dispensing fee out-of-pocket.
3. If there are unique circumstances
where more frequent dispensing
is required, please speak to your
pharmacist.

Reiterating the value of
dental plans in the face of
Alberta’s high dental costs
Recently an advertising campaign has
been running across Alberta that questions
the value of dental benefit plans and
encourages Albertans to ask their dentists
about their treatment options.
Alberta Blue Cross encourages our plan
members to discuss treatment options—
as well as treatment costs—with dental
providers. However, the advertising
campaign contains several inaccurate and
misleading statements about dental plans
that require correction.
•• First, dental plans provide much more
than “prepayment” for some services and
most plans do in fact provide an element
of “insurance”. This not only helps Alberta
Blue Cross plan members afford the high
cost of unforeseen treatment, such as root
canals, but also provides protection for
unexpected costs such as those related to
accidental dental care.
•• Second, while Alberta dental providers
may charge widely varying fees for
comparable services, some dentists in fact
do consider “100 per cent coverage” as full
payment for a service, while others may
choose to charge patients more than the
plan covers regardless of the plan’s level
of coverage. This is why it is important for
all consumers in Alberta to inquire about
costs and understand how much they will
be charged prior to treatment. Any dental
office can submit a predetermination
to Alberta Blue Cross prior to treatment
so plan members know in advance how
much is covered by their plan before they
take a seat in the dental chair.

Be healthy. Get rewarded.

•• Third, dental benefit plans are in fact
adjusted regularly to “keep pace” with
rising costs in Alberta. While dental
costs in Alberta are significantly higher
than anywhere else in Canada, Alberta
Blue Cross proactively adjusts our bases
of payment for dental claims annually
to keep pace with inflation and the
price indexes, and informs both our
plan members and dental providers of
increases to our bases of payment.

Tap into the convenience of
online access to your claims
and benefits
Manage your claims online through
our easy-to-use and mobile-friendly
member web site.

An important fact that the ad campaign
does not consider is that dental benefit
plans promote regular preventative dental
care by helping Albertans afford the
extremely high cost of dental treatment.
In fact, according to a Leger Marketing
study undertaken by Alberta Blue Cross in
August 2015, of the 75 per cent of Albertans
who report having dental benefit plans, 73
per cent would not continue their current
frequency of dental care for themselves and
their families if they had to pay the full cost
of dental treatments.

Government reviewing Alberta’s
extremely high dental costs
The Minister of Health is currently reviewing
Alberta’s extremely high dental costs.
Alberta Blue Cross welcomes this review
and we have provided input directly to
the Minister. Options on the table for the
government review include implementing
restorative controls to bring costs back in
line with other provinces, mandating more
open pricing to support consumer choice
and foster competition and separating the
role of the regulatory body that oversees
the practice of dentistry in Alberta.
We encourage you to have a say in this
review by contacting your MLA or the
Minister of Health to share your thoughts.

•• Submit eligible claims online.
•• Check the status of your claims.
•• Register to receive claim statement
notifications via email.
•• Sign up for direct deposit to get
reimbursed faster for eligible claims.
•• View Benefits at a Glance for coverage
information.
•• Access forms pre-populated with your
name, address, group and ID numbers.
•• And much more!

Managing obesity
Alberta Blue Cross is pleased to support
the Canadian Obesity Network, a network
of more than 12,000 professionals working
to improve the lives of Canadians affected
by obesity.
Obesity is a chronic condition that requires
long-term management. Managing
excess body weight is similar to managing
high blood pressure or diabetes. Left
unmanaged, these conditions get worse
and when treatments stop, the problems
re-emerge.
The Canadian Obesity Network recently
launched a new web site to provide
information, tools and support to
Canadians living with obesity. The site,
obesitynetwork.ca, is a great resource
that includes free monthly webinars on
a variety of topics. If you’re living with
obesity, we encourage you to visit this site.

Please note, Balance is only available to groups that have this benefit as part of their plan design.

If you’re not using Balance yet, now is the time to start. Through Balance, you can earn points to redeem for a chance to win some great
prizes, just for taking care of your health. To earn points, simply complete a confidential health risk assessment, learn about healthy
conditions, set up medication reminders, track healthy habits and set personal goals. You and your dependants 16 years and older can
access Balance by signing into our member site at www.ab.bluecross.ca and clicking “Balance”.
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